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ABSTRACT:
In the past decades, the study of ethnolinguistic revitalization has become an important subfield on 
the border between ethnology/social anthropology and sociolinguistics. In two main blocks of the 
text, the author focuses on both aspects of the mentioned issue — theoretical and practical.

Current trends in the field of ethnolinguistic assimilation and revitalization are briefly pre-
sented at the theorizing level of the work. The question of whether ethnolinguistic revitalization ef-
forts are a cloistered scholars’ vision or a natural phenomenon is analyzed and interpreted in detail; 
partial conclusions are also outlined.

The level of practical dealings focuses primarily on the phenomenon of new speakers as a sig-
nificant current sociolinguistic phenomenon. Three Central European cases (the Sorbs, the Wilamo-
wiceans and the Huncokár Germans) are presented in more detail. The given data are also linked to 
the Europe-wide context.

In conclusion, a synthesizing summary of the above-mentioned thematic levels and data of the 
topic under discussion is presented.
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1. THEORETICAL LEVEL 

1.1 LINGUISTIC ASSIMILATION/REVITALIZATION: CURRENT TRENDS

Although (ethno)linguistic assimilation may be traced and documented far into the 
past, in the second half of the 20th century, however, the trend of language and eth-
nic assimilation greatly expanded and accelerated. The phenomenon of language shift 
(Fishman 1964), i.e. breaking the intergenerational transmission of the language to 
younger generations, can, therefore, be observed in numerous places all over the 
world at present. 

Currently, the number of living languages (especially in the context of global-
izing processes) is fast decreasing; assimilation tendencies intensely affect even the 
remotest corners of the world, and their speed is astonishingly high. About one fifth 
of the approximately 6,000–7,000 still existing languages of the world are in the last 
phase of their existence and another approximately 50–70 per cent is today seriously 
threatened with extinction due to the fact that the language is not transmitted to the 
children any longer. Extreme estimates claim that by 2100 there will have survived 
less than 1,000 living languages on Earth (Krauss 1998: 103–106). Consequently, it 
means an unprecedented impoverishment of the linguistic soundscape.
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Despite the obviousness and growing urgency of the endangerment and extinction 
of a large majority of languages, however, decisive works or collections dealing with the 
given topic appear only as late as the early 1990s (Robins — Uhlenbeck 1991; Hale et al. 
1992); especially a paper by the American linguist M. Krauss in Language (Krauss 1992) 
started a period of heightened awareness of reality. (Socio)linguists and subsequently 
also representatives of other social sciences and humanities, therefore, are paying great 
attention to the language shift and fast impoverishing of the scale of the languages 
of the world today; often even calling to arms (Crystal 2000; Dalby 2003; Dixon 1997; 
Grenoble — Whaley 1998; Nettle — Romaine 1999; Romaine 2015). The topic is also dealt 
with in essays (Abley 2005; Gauß 2001; Harrison 2007; Harrison 2010); practical guides 
on the protection and revitalization of languages are also increasingly common (Hin-
ton — Hale 2001; Hinton 2013; Grenoble — Whaley 2006; Olko — Wicherkiewicz 2016; 
Tsunoda 2006). The diversity and variability of ethnicities, languages, and cultures are 
now increasingly understood and conceived as the cultural heritage of humanity; hy-
perbolically said as part of “environmental ecology” (Zima 2002) or “(bio)diversity” 
(Maffi 2001; Middleton 2003). Endangered minority languages are now thoroughly reg-
istered (database Ethnologue 2023; Encyclopedia of the World’s Endangered Languages 
2007 and others). In recent times, the above issues are increasingly transferring into 
the sphere of the Internet — see e.g., websites of many projects (UNESCO ad hoc expert 
group 2003; Moseley 2010; Campbell 2012; Dwyer 2011). 

These facts have gradually been reflected not only in professional publications but 
due to the close interconnection of the language and the ethnic phenomenon, they 
have also showed in connection with the generally increasing interest in national and 
minority issues, human rights issues, and various activities in this field.

More than half a century has passed since the 1960s, the beginning of the era of 
ethnic revival in many Western European countries and the US. During this time, much 
has changed with regard to the endeavors and revitalization of small ethnic groups, 
national minorities and their languages in Europe and on other continents, both in 
the field of theory or legislation and practical aspects. Specific problems of minority 
groups (of course not only ethnic ones) have begun to be viewed — at least in demo-
cratic parts of the world — with greater understanding. Activities of the international 
community have led to the guaranteeing of fundamental rights of ethnic minority 
groups — see The Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities adopted 
by the Council of Europe of 1994. Minority languages and cultures have also begun to 
be seen in a new light — the attitude to these groups as „disrupting public order“ has 
gradually shifted, going through the development of “a language as a right”, to today’s 
attitude to these groups as “cultural riches of mankind” (Hale 1992: 1–3; Our creative 
diversity… 1995/96; Šatava 2009: 66). It is also evidenced by the entering into force of 
the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages of 1992. Simultaneously, many 
institutions and organizations were set up to bring together ethnic minority groups 
and support their cultural efforts. From the position of advocates of preserving ethnic 
and linguistic diversity all these can be seen — as a positive developmental step.1

1 It is, however, a fact that positive discrimination of linguistic/ethnic minority groups sel-
dom meets with positive resonance from the majority population.
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On the other side of the coin, however, there are “practical” outcomes of the above 
trends. To what extent are the given documents only “paragraphs on paper” and to 
what extent are they sincerely intended programmes and efforts? To what extent 
were they or have they really been instrumental in standing up to the assimilation 
of languages and cultures? A truly qualified analysis of these facts as well as prog-
noses of further development are rare to come across. Yet it is beyond dispute that 
the ensuing atmosphere has theoretically (and in many instances also practically) 
increased the chances of threatened, assimilating ethnic and language groups to sur-
vive. This fact (quantitatively, qualitatively, or even symbolically) was also reflected 
in professional ethnological, sociolinguistic and other social science texts. Since 1991, 
when Reversing Language Shift, the pivotal text of the doyen of sociolinguistics Joshua 
A. Fishman, subheaded as Theoretical and Empirical Foundations of Assistance to Threat-
ened Languages (Fishman 1991) was published, themes of revitalization have become 
highly frequented, analysed and interpreted. This is evidenced by the fact that a de-
cade later, the same scholar (as editor) could follow up on this work with a certain 
summary of the achieved results (Fishman 2001). 

It is obvious that we can hardly arrive at a clear-cut, unambiguous answer to 
the following questions: “How can assimilation processes be successfully resisted? 
How to halt the language shift among speakers of the threatened languages? How 
to get language revitalization started? What arguments could be used in order 
to account for these processes?” Cultural, political and demographic conditions, 
varying degrees of self-delimitation, emancipation and vitality — all these factors 
make it impossible to find a “universal cure” for problems of small, assimilating 
ethnic groups and languages. Yet, it is our opinion that a comparative exchange 
of experience in this field is not a pointless matter but rather a highly valuable 
venture. Though it goes without saying that all experiences, successful models, 
and programmes cannot be simply and easily transferred, some may provide stim-
uli to set an adequate movement in a different ethnic and linguistic territory in  
motion. 

Still, it should be pointed out that many aspects of contemporary (ethno)linguis-
tic policy (Spolsky 2004) are also criticized — inter alia in the context of Bourdieu’s 
views of language practices and management as ideological manifestations stuck in 
contexts of dominance and subordination (García 2012: 85). One can also mention 
the dilemma of whether activities in the field of language revitalization may be too 
“linguocentric” — i.e. neglecting other social, economic or cultural aspects of life 
(Spolsky 2004: ix — x, 215–216). 

Why is it desirable to try to decelerate and stop ethnic or language assimilation? 
When can we speak about “a natural will of the ethnic group to be its own master” 
and where does the man-made construct, i.e., the ethnic engineering begin? These are 
some of the heretical questions to which hardly any simple answers exist (Greno-
ble — Whaley 2006: 19–20). 

Those who class ethnic consciousness as an atavistic residue which is a potential 
source of xenophobia and who consider attempts for the language to survive as an 
absurd waste of powers, tend to reduce human existence to one aspect only: to merely 
the pragmatic point of view. 
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Life, however, is far more complex. Human existence is characterized not only 
by the practical and the pragmatic. In J. Fishman’s words: “Material and materialistic 
beings though we be, we still have not totally lost neither the capacity nor the need to 
live for ideals, for loved ones, for collective goals. It is via the primary sociocultural 
institutions that language is first related to the verities that make life worth living …” 
(Fishman 1989: 397)2

In the introduction to the Reversing Language Shift, J. Fishman says that he took 
up the topic of revitalization because of, among other reasons, a sense of debt — an 
effort not to write only about the assimilation (language shift leading to the death 
of a language) but also about how to face it (Fishman 1991: xii–xiii). Efforts at sur-
vival and further development of small ethnic and language communities should 
be viewed in the context of the general form of human well-being, of ecological 
activities, and of  the struggle for an individual element in today’s globalizing 
world. It is, however, necessary to stress the fact that an excessive emphasis on 
the technology aspect of the functioning of the present–day civilization pushes the 
primordial, archetypal dimension of human culture to the background. It is just 
the attention paid to seemingly “impractical”, “outdated” and “local” phenomena 
which can be effective as a desirable counter current or, if  we wish, as a kind of 
“psychotherapy”.

The facts above were perceived (only in a seemingly absurd or self-contradictory 
way) by Benedict Anderson, one of the “founding fathers” of the approach to ethnic 
consciousness as a man-made construct. In his (now classic) book Imagined Commu-
nities, he has the following to say: “… it is doubtful, whether either social change or 
transformed consciousness, in themselves, do much to explain the attachment that 
peoples feel for the inventions of their imaginations — or /…/ why peoples are ready 
to die for these inventions” (Anderson 1983: 129) 

And further he writes: “In an age, when it is so common for progressive, cosmo-
politan intellectuals (particularly in Europe?) to insist on the near-pathological char-
acter of nationalism [i.e., in the neutral meaning of the word — L. Š.], its roots in fear 
and hatred of the Other, and its affinities with racism, it is useful to remind, that na-
tions inspire love, and often profoundly self-sacrifying love. The cultural products of 
nationalism — poetry, prose fiction, music, plastic arts — show this love very clearly 
in thousands of different forms and styles” (Anderson 1983: 129).

It should be noted, however, that even the chorus of those dealing with endan-
gered small languages is not monophonous. Even the greatest enthusiast must ad-
mit that it is practically impossible to save, and even (socio)linguistically capture 
and describe all currently living languages or their distinctive sub-variants (Dixon 
1991: 230). 

2 Nevertheless, more recently Fishman’s theses on language revitalization became subject 
to criticism (J. Darquennes, G. Williams), namely for his allegedly too unilaterally evolu-
tionist concepts of social change and the importance of the local factors, by underestimat-
ing the effects of economic factors or globalization and not reflecting current social theo-
ries (Nekvapil — Vasiljev 2008: 295–296, 298).
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1.2 ETHNOLINGUISTIC REVITALIZATION —  
A CLOISTERED SCHOLARS’ VISION OR A NATURAL PHENOMENON? 

However, the perception of linguistic diversity as something of value can also be 
seen as a distinctive ideological prism of “Western” civilization within the inten-
tions of Sapir-Whorf ’s language hypothesis as a specific “vision of reality”. Paradox-
ically, however, spokespersons of the extinct languages themselves often do not per-
ceive their loss as so painfully as linguists or other sympathizers of cultural diversity 
(Muehlmann 2012: 164–166; Yamamoto 1998). However, it is clear that in the process 
of ethnolinguistic persistence (despite the general importance of effective assistance 
from outside), the actors themselves have a major role to play. Without their active 
involvement, therefore, efforts in the revitalization field can be described as “perma-
nently inflating a punctured tire” (Fishman 1991: xii). This is one of the reasons why 
revitalization efforts and appeals coming from outside are sometimes referred to as 
paternalism (Ladefoged 1992: 810).

Even among linguists themselves, we occasionally encounter crude “coarse-
grained heresies” — fundamental doubts about the meaning of preserving language 
with a limited number of speakers and scant practical communication opportunity, 
or the withholding of links between language and culture (Malik 2000). In the case 
of artificially maintaining endangered languages by means of “transplants, respi-
rators and respiratory tract”, it would even be possible to consider the benefits 
of “linguistic euthanasia” (Matisoff 1991: 221)! According to this view, languages 
and ethnic communities in human history have always disappeared and new ones 
have been established; moreover, new cultural forms are not necessarily based on 
language or ethnicity (Ladefoged 1992: 810). “From a practical economic point of 
view, it can be much more advantageous for a young person who comes from an 
endangered speech community to acquire mastery of a more robust language as 
early as possible, preferably the language of the majority culture …” (Matisoff 1991: 
221). In these opinions, each human being has a “fundamental right of self-deter-
mination, and the free choice of abandoning one’s own language” (Brenzinger — 
Heine — Sommer 1991: 41). However, these opinions also meet with well-founded 
counter-arguments, commentaries and criticism (Mętrak 2018). In this context, 
a significant objection is that the “free choice” of language choice is doubtful in the 
precarious conditions of the lives of disadvantaged minorities; language is often 
“thrown overboard” as a condition of social and economic rise (Dorian 1994: 801; cf. 
Dorian 1993).3 In connection with the question of whether ethnicity and its main 
feature, language, is something really so valuable, we could list a number of other, 
often contradictory, opinions and theses. Certainly, the coexistence and blending of 
ethnic communities and their cultures probably mark the way that a great part of 
humanity will take in the future because of intermingling and globalization. At the 
same time, the cultural boundaries will often weaken or disappear completely. The  
 

3 Dorian 1981 is considered a model study in the field in investigations into language ex-
tinction processes.
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logical consequence of bi– or multiculturalism is thus an increased permeability, 
fading or total loss of the ethno-differentiating boundary. 

It is also worth mentioning a topic only rarely discussed recently, namely “the 
right not to have a specific (usually ethnic) identity” (Eriksen 2001: 135), which, due 
to the widely recognized right to (ethnic) identity, is difficult to implement.

If, however, an ethnic group completely abandons its own self-delineation, it will, 
at best, turn into a “hobby group” of people interested in language and tradition, like 
cultural or sports associations. Such developments may, of course, be entirely natu-
ral, legitimate, or even desirable — but there are major consequences to be expected 
regarding the persistence of the “primordial”‘ form of ethnicity or language. In this 
context, “… it seems that the loss of linguistic diversity results less from linguistic 
genocide than from linguistic suicide.” (Spolsky 2004: 216).

Thus, in the process of ethnic and language survival the partakers themselves 
play the major role. In this respect Howard Giles and his colleagues launched the 
theory of “ethnolinguistic vitality” (further developed by their followers — Ehala 
2010; Yagmur — Ehala 2011), which documents varying conditions and beginning 
situations in the process of language planning. Obviously, if  we wish to achieve suc-
cess in the field of reversing language shift, certain basic conditions must be met. 
Neither the best of laws nor a policy well disposed to the minority group can be 
successful where sufficient will to survive as an individual ethnic community us-
ing an individual language is missing. First of all, it is the matter of securing what 
J. Fishman calls “immediate protection of the intimate intergenerational language 
transmission context”. Without this context, all efforts in the field of revitalization 
are then “… equivalent to constantly blowing air into a tire that has a puncture.” 
(Fishman 1991: xii) 

For the initiatives in this field it is still valid that they: “…. cannot be supplied from 
the outside. They are to be had from within the social web of the community itself or 
not at all. For this reason it is extraordinarily difficult for even the most sympathetic 
outsiders to provide useful support for endangered small languages, most especially 
for non-European small languages wihin a Euro-American sphere of influence. Moral 
support and technical expertise, including linguistic expertise, can and should be of-
fered, certainly, but acceptance or rejection will necessarily lie with individual com-
munities. Even in the event of acceptance, effective leadership can only come from 
inside the community.” (Dorian 1998: 21) 

The argument returns to the confirmation of the significance of the local, of the 
small scale or of the face to face community life, which is, to a certain degree, capable 
of ensuring the indispensable intergenerational context in the intimate sphere (Fish-
man 1991: xii, 6). Vitality of small, often dispersed populations and communities can, 
in this respect, be incredibly strong and long-lasting. It is confirmed not only by, e.g., 
the Jewish or Armenian diasporas, but often also by small groups, like the North Fri-
sian population (2 000 –3 000 speakers) of the isle of Föhr and their language fering 
(Paulsen 1980: 185–186). 

It is no coincidence that many of the current revitalization efforts and models are 
deliberately returning from global efforts to the community level (Williams — Evas 
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1997).4 Basic provisions and declared rights do not often reach or are hardly of inter-
est to common people — minor victories in the field of “community-fostering experi-
ence of a common struggle on behalf of a shared verity” (Fishman 1991: xi) are also 
a chance for gaining positions at a more general level.

We could name a number of cases of successful revitalization efforts in the ethnic 
and language field in the 20th century, especially in the last two or three decades.5 In 
the European context we can mention for example Catalonia, the Basque Country and 
Wales; as well as the Scottish Gaels or the Sámi in Scandinavia; in part also Bretons, 
Sorbs and other minority ethnic groups. At least partially successful ethnolinguistic 
revitalization has been carried out, including “first aid to endangered languages”, 
(Huss 1996) — even for some users of very small populations — for example the Nor-
wegian Lule-Sámi of 1,500 people (Huss 1999: 142–145).

As for the other continents, there are successes in the preservation and develop-
ment of French in Canada or the revival of the language of the native Maori in New 
Zealand, Polynesian in the Hawaiian Islands and other Pacific languages, as well as 
some American Indian languages in the US, Canada and Latin America. A revival of 
ethnic consciousness and, in part, of language also occurred among the inhabitants 
of northern Japan — the Ainu or among some groups of Australian natives.

The territory of the former Soviet Union is also a place where increased ethno-
linguistic revitalization efforts have been recorded in the last decade. Intensifying 
activities bringing some results already can be observed not only within large ethnic 
groups such as the Tatars, but also in smaller populations such as the Turkic Gagauz 
in Moldova, the Volga Kalmyks or some Siberian ethnic groups, for example Yakuts 
and Evenks.

The scope and effect of these activities apparently differ from case to case, and 
it is true that one may also give some disputable examples.6 Similarly, the fact that 
in some cases ethnolinguistic revitalization is successful (Walsh 2010) has not been 
fully analysed and interpreted yet; in other cases it has been done only partially or 
not at all (Gorenburg 2005). With some simplification, however, it can be claimed 
that favorable results of revitalization correlate directly with the extent to which the 
system of legal regulations, implementing provisions, or incentives works within the 
framework of language planning and language policy, and the extent to which such 
measures are binding and enforceable. Without a fundamental change in this field, 
the slogans about policy of “full bilingualism” will necessarily remain but an impres-
sive platitude. 

4 In connection with an active policy of bilingualism, the idea of “language animateurs” is 
being implemented in Wales — these are people who stimulate and support bilingualism 
at the local level of life, in offices and elsewhere (Williams — Evas 1997: 51).

5 At this point it is necessary to recall over a century old impressive precedent performance 
of the “linguistic revival”, which was the restoration of Hebrew as the language of the ev-
eryday communication of the Jewish population in the Middle East. 

6 E.g., Cornish on the Cornwall peninsula in the UK.
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2. THE LEVEL OF PRACTICAL DEALINGS

2.1 NEW SPEAKERS AS A CURRENT SOCIOLINGUISTIC PHENOMENON

In the previous text it has already been stated that in the last decades of the 20th cen-
tury, and especially since the turn of the 1990s, linguists and sociolinguists in par-
ticular took an increasing interest in the language assimilation and gradual disap-
pearing of numerous world languages (Krauss 1992; Crystal 2000; Nettle — Romaine 
2000; Brenzinger 2007; Austin — Sallabank 2011; Lewis — Simons 2013; Romaine 
2015). Next to the description and analysis of these phenomena, a counter-current 
started to emerge, gradually bringing to the fore more significant, ambitious and so-
phisticated efforts at (ethno)linguistic revitalization considered not only as a narrow 
research specialisation but also as a practical and activist endeavours. In this field 
Joshua Fishman (Fishman 1991, 2001) became a person of distinction; a number of his 
concepts and models in the area of revitalization, e.g. reversing language shift/RLS, be-
came commonly known, and inspired a great many followers (Hinton — Hale 2001; 
Grenoble — Whaley 2006). Many ethnic groups in Europe (e.g. the Catalans, Basques, 
Welsh, Sámi and others) and other continents (the Maori, some Native American eth-
nic groups and others) succeeded in halting or at least slowing down language and 
ethnic assimilation. 

In spite of the given successful cases in the field of revitalization and despite the 
fact that the official social climate of the last decades has been favourably inclined 
towards the minority populations, ethnolinguistic assimilation has continued in 
many places. Minority population vitality has grown weaker and weaker. Simulta-
neously, however, in several regions language revitalization activities have given rise 
to a new phenomenon — significant groups of new speakers (Christmas et al. 2018; 
Šatava 2018a).

Until recently, the return of an endangered language back to the level of inter-
generational, handover like transfer in the home and family milieu (native speakers) 
was considered an obvious and desired goal of language revitalization.7 Although this 
model is still taken as the most effective or ideal one, the new, considerably altered 
situation cannot be ignored. Within many minority communities in Europe, there 
are currently groups of people (often large ones) who did not acquired knowledge 
of the language as part of socialization within the family but did so as part of school 
instruction or even as adults in the system of (immersion) education, in the form of 
language courses (often even online ones), as enthusiastic self-learners, and so on.8 

7 See the eight-point scale of the GIDS — Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (Fishman 
2001: 466); cf. the innovated ten-point scale of the EGIDS — Expanded Graded Intergener-
ational Disruption Scale (Lewis — Simons 2010: 11–15). The material by UNESCO group of 
experts refers to the theme in detail (Brenzinger et al. 2003).

8 An individual group consists of novices recruiting from among semi-speakers or remem-
berers — persons with only a partial or very limited knowledge of the traditional language 
striving to learn it. This level of language teaching qualitatively differs very much from the 
standard foreign language learning (Armstrong 2013).
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While only a few decades ago it was a marginal and largely ignored issue, the signifi-
cance of the phenomenon of new speakers is now growing. The causes of the given 
reality lie in both the continuing language shift in many parts of the world (i.e. the 
trend of not passing the minority language on to younger generations) and changes 
in the existing established approaches to the phenomenon of ethnicity, often defined 
mainly on a linguistic basis. More recently, in many places the sharp inter-ethnic and 
inter-lingual boundaries are increasingly intertlinked. A new dichotomous profiling 
is in progress: not only along the traditional majority versus minority line, but also 
among the minority language speakers themselves — traditional versus new users of 
the language. The traditional question of whether or to what extent language implies 
ethnicity emerges once again in a new form. 

The increasing importance of new speakers (frequently dynamic and activist) has 
since about the turn of the 21st century, grown so significant that at present this issue 
is an important and closely studied branch of ethnolinguistic revitalization (Hornsby 
2015; O’Rourke — Pujolar — Ramallo 2015: 1–20). Most recently works aspiring to be 
compendia of the state-of-the arts of concern for this young branch of sociolinguis-
tics are being published (Smith-Christmas et al. 2018). 

2.2 NEW SPEAKERS — THREE CENTRAL EUROPEAN CASES 

Especially in the last decade, the phenomenon of new speakers has become a subject 
of increased interest in sociolinguistics and other social sciences. However, the ter-
ritorial focus of experts’ interest is somewhat uneven. Significant attention has been 
paid to some (minority) languages in a number of Western European countries — 
particularly Breton, Scottish Gaelic, Welsh, Irish, Basque, Galician, Catalan, Occitan 
or Guernesiais (Puigdevall 2014; Smith-Christmas et al. 2018).

Looking closer, however, the situation is different in Central and Eastern Euro-
pean countries. With thew exception of Poland (Olko — Wicherkiewicz — Borges 
2016: 17–149), the concern of social sciences and humanities with new speakers in 
the region, and with the practical level of this phenomenon, is still rather in its 
infancy.

Nevertheless, taking some of these cases as examples can show and document that 
interest in these issues (especially in relation to specific situations) has gradually 
been increasing in Central and Eastern Europe. The following three micro case stud-
ies are intended to indicate some trends that can be encountered in the area today. At 
the same time, they can also be used as basic material for further comparison.

2.2.1 THE SORBS

Lusatia, a historic region in eastern Germany, is homeland to the small Slavic ethnic 
group — the Sorbs. To an extent, they still speak in two close Slavonic languages — 
Upper Sorbian (ca 12,000–15,000 speakers) and Lower Sorbian (ca 1,000–2,000 us-
ers). Even in the past, both distant and more recent (20th century), there were in Lu-
satia a number of (qualitatively very distinct) examples of new speakers of Sorbian. 
The same is true for the children of Silesian Germans moved to predominantly Sor-
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bian speaking Catholic areas of Upper Lusatia after World War II or students of two 
GDR language schools for adult learners of Sorbian. For private reasons or because of 
work, many individuals of non-Sorbian background acquired the Sorbian language, 
some even mastered it flawlessly.

Until some time ago this fact remained outside the scope of attention of (socio)
linguists and language planners. Only in the last two decades within more system-
atic activities of linguistic revitalization — e.g. beginning in 1998, a network of Witaj 
(Welcome) immersion nurseries and schools came into existence (Kaulfürstowa 
2008) — can we refer to new speakers emerging as a substantial community in Lu-
satia as well. This is true especially for Lower Lusatia where, at a maximum, only 
a few hundred mother-tongue speakers, who use the local dialect, still live while the 
learning of the standardized Lower Sorbian language has already been undertaken 
by many more students and interested newcomers.

This trend can also be observed in Upper Lusatia, where the linguistic situation is 
even more propitious. After 2000 practical reasons (an insufficient number of native 
speakers of school age) resulted in the abandoning the traditional division of school 
instruction into A-classes (with Sorbian as the language of instruction) and B-classes 
(with Sorbian as a subject only), and the transition to the Concept 2plus, i.e. fully bi-
lingual Sorbian and German instruction, was introduced. Within this new model, 
children from German speaking and Germanized families were integrated in the Sor-
bian schools, often with very poor Sorbian language competence. This solution, in the 
meantime, proved its benefits (the overall increase in the number of persons familiar 
with the given minority language) and showed considerable weaknesses (the native 
speakers do not undergo instruction in the linguistically mature and intact milieu) 
(Kaulfürstowa 2016, 2018).

However, until a short time ago, the phenomenon of new speakers in Lusatia had 
not been explored as a special topic (Dołowy-Rybińska 2017; Šatava 2018b). Yet, some 
current public responses (Bart 2018) and schedules of the Domowina Sorbian pub-
lishing house suggesting this group of speakers be taken into account when prepar-
ing language teaching textbooks confirm the hope that also the Slavic part of the 
population of Lusatia prospectively consider the existence of new speakers more 
strongly and more systematically and will integrate them into the linguistic plan-
ning levels whithin the framework of efforts to preserve and revitalize the Sorbian 
language.

2.2.2 THE WILAMOWICEANS

A  significant example of  currently ongoing revitalization is Wilamowicean 
(Wymysiöeryś), a tiny Germanic language in the small town of Wilamowice in Polish 
Upper Silesia with but a handful of remaining native speakers. The Wilamowicean 
language is a unique combination of medieval Middle German, Low German, Dutch, 
Frisian, Scottish English and Polish (Wicherkiewicz 2003; Olko — Wicherkiewicz — 
Borges 2016: 17–149; Wicherkiewicz — Król — Olko 2017). 

The Wilamowiceans, settled in Upper Silesia since the 13th century, were redis-
covered by social sciences and humanities as late as the 1990s; in 2001 there were 
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only about a hundred elderly native speakers left. Distinct revitalization attempts 
however, started only in about 2010 (Wicherkiewicz — Olko 2016: 34–41) and were 
particularly related to young local enthusiast Tymoteusz Król (Król 2016).

Current activities aimed at the revitalization of gravely threatened Wilamo-
wicean are an good example of the post vernacular model. Despite the existence of 
only a few native speakers, the language has been recognized in Wilamowice again 
and its role of a local symbol upheld. There are language courses (a number of them 
attended by students not from the families of Wilamowicean speakers); within the 
linguistic landscape even public inscriptions in Wilamowicean have appeared. 
Textbooks of Wilamowicean and texts in it have been written and published with 
specific letters created for writing down the speech. A number of cultural perfor-
mances have been presented in the language practically already extinct from every-
day communication; thus the original linguistic soundscape can be said to exist here 
still, at least, to some extent,

During the revitalization of the Wilamowicean language and the emergence of 
local new speakers, the activists proved a  good knowledge and understanding 
of processes, models and methods (e.g. master–apprentice) of ethnolinguistic re-
vitalization, and showed awareness of the current attention paid to the phenom-
enon of new speakers in Western European countries. It was therefore possible to 
use that experience and apply it to the local conditions (Olko — Wicherkiewicz — 
Borges 2016: 17–149).

2.2.3 THE HUNCOKÁRS (HUNCOKÁR GERMANS)9

Similar efforts are being made with respect to the almost vanished Huncokár dialect 
of German in the hilly region of Malé Karpaty (Little Carpathians) in western Slova-
kia. German woodcutters (from Bavaria, Styria and Tyrol) came to this region in the 
mid 18th century. Until the beginning of the 20th century they had lived in isolation, 
and beside the traditional culture (Slobodová-Nováková 2016) they also retained their 
specific speech based on the Central Bavarian dialect (Fedič 2014). After World War II 
a large proportion of the Huncokárs were expelled to Germany. At present, there are 
only a few native speakers left.

In recent years, efforts have been intensified for rescue documentation of the dis-
appearing Huncokár traditions and also for at least partial revitalization of the lan-
guage and culture (Slobodová Nováková 2014; Slobodová Nováková et al. 2018). These 
activities are carried out from the top (academic workplaces,10 regional museums,11 
the local authorities…) as well as from the bottom (significant interest of people of 

9 Slovak exonym given to this group, Huncokári, is a distortion from German word Holzhack-
er — i.e. woodcutter.

10 Dept. of Ethnology and Non-European Studies, Faculty of Arts, University od Sts. Cyril and 
Methodius, Trnava (Slovakia), in particular.

11 For instance, an exposition at Červený kameň castle. In the Little Carpathians mountain 
range a hiking trail has been set up to connect locations linked to the history of the Hun-
cokárs; texts in the Huncokár dialect have been installed there.
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Huncokár origin or sympathizers from outside the group).12 Linguists also created 
a system of writing the Huncokár dialect and a textbook of this vernacular; in cre-
ating specific letters for writing and in attempting to, at least symbolically, use the 
language, experience gained in the creation of the written form of Wilamowicean — 
see above — was also utilised (Hornáček Banášová et al. 2017; Hornáček Banášová — 
Dujková 2018). The dialect has now found its place in specific cultural events devoted 
to Huncokárs traditions. The role of the Huncokárs community is being revived in the 
historical memory of the region. These revitalizing efforts can be seen as an exem-
plary articulation and interconnection of academic activities from the top to capture 
the interest of particular individuals; this parallel double-track has a clear synergis-
ing effect.

2.3 SUMMING UP: CONNECTING THE TOPIC

In these (and other) minority Central European ethnolinguistic populations, seeking 
to accomplish a greater or lesser extent of (ethno)linguistic revitalization, there is 
also visible interconnection of information and exchange of experience. For example, 
the above-mentioned case study of the Wilamowiceans was used not only in Slovakia 
(the Huncokárs), but was also popularized in Lusatia as well (Dołowy-Rybińska 2017). 

With regard to the above, we also need to point to a well-known, but still not fully 
expertly analysed and interpreted phenomenon — namely a dichotomizing approach 
to the concept of nation in Western and Eastern Europe (Plamenatz 1973; Auer 1997). 
With a certain simplification, we can say that, while in the West of Europe the word 
nation is strongly associated with nationality and statehood, the Herderian concept, 
i.e. the interconnection of the word nation with the language and culture, has pre-
vailed in the eastern parts of the continent. Language, understood here as the main 
identifying feature of ethnicity, also includes strong nation building elements in 
the sense of making efforts to establish one’s own political unit.13 In Eastern Europe, 
many people now have difficulty understanding the fact that a distinctive language 
does not automatically imply a special ethnic dimension or identity.14 However, this 
fact may change in the context of the growing importance of new speakers. The fact 
that new speakers are often (sometimes predominantly) persons coming from out-
side certain linguistic/ethnic communities necessarily greatly reduces the existing 
primordial, blood ties and shifts (possibly even full-fledged) knowledge of the lan-
guage to a position open to all those interested. Thus, it is possible to assume that the 
Western European concept of the role of language (or ethnicity) in Eastern Europe 
will probably increase in the future.

12 For instance, a number of Huncokár webpages.
13 There are obviously exceptions, e.g., precisely in Lower Lusatia, among the Greek Aroma-

nians and elsewhere.
14 Gaelic speakers in Scotland may be given as an example; the knowledge and use of the lan-

guage, however, does not in any way imply a hypothetical Gaelic ethnic group or Gaelic na-
tion. 
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3. IN CONCLUSION

As opposed to earlier prognoses, ethnic and linguistic issues are undoubtedly still 
a highly topical phenomenon in today’s world. Feasibility and meaningfulness of eth-
nolinguistic revitalization in the context of social conditions and paradigms at the 
turn of the 20th/21st centuries have been long doubted, though. However, the prac-
tice of the past decades has shown in many places in Europe and on other continents 
that, despite all doubts and possible failures, ethnic or linguistic revitalization is not 
only an utopia invented by academics or enthusiastic dreamers living in the “ivory 
tower”, but it is a feasible option in the social conditions of modern times! So the 
question is not whether it is possible to stop assimilation and linguistic shift as such, 
but rather whether it is desirable and feasible in a particular population situation?15 

It should also be remembered that “… language shift is not just about language; 
it is about the attendant culture as well. The argument for language restoration and 
resurrection must therefore involve a call for cultural change and greater cultural 
self-determination.” (Baker — Prys Jones 1998: 186) Therefore, arguments in sup-
port of restoration or revival of a language must also include requirements regarding 
cultural change and greater cultural self-determination. Indeed, “Language always 
exists in a cultural matrix and it is this matrix that needs to be fostered via policy 
rather than the language per se.” (Fishman 1989: 399) 

Last but not least, it should be stressed that the achievements in the language 
field can also be seen as progress in combating discrimination and promoting human 
rights (Skutnabb-Kangas — Phillipson 1994). 
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